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Versioning in Database Management Systems

Organizers: W. Cellary, K. Vidyasankar, G. Vossen

1 Introduction

Versioning of data refers to the ability of a database management system to crea-
te, organize, manage and maintain distinct versions of individual data items or
objects over certain periods of time. In traditional database systems, versioning
can be employed to improve the ef�ciency of transaction synchronization through
the provision of multi-version concurrency control algorithms. While traditional
systems emphasize the view of keeping versioning transparent from a user�s point
of view, i.e., having a user ignore that data objects may exist in multiple versions
in the database, more recent applications of database systems have among their
requirements that the versioning mechanism of the system has to be apparent to
users. For example, temporal databases, which organize data across time, need
to keep track of how data objects change over time (e.g., a person�s employment
history) and to answer historical queries (e.g., �what was a person�s position ten
years ago�). Moreover, in design environments as given in a computer-aided de-
sign (CAD) or software engineering (CASE) context, users need to experiment
or simply work with different versions of the same object, in order to explore
distinct evolution paths of the object under design, or to accommodate multiple
composition requirements. Here, the situation is further complicated by the fact
that design objects are typically of complex structure, with references to many
subobjects each of which can itself be multi-versioned. In addition, these versions
typically even represent objects which are not yet completed, and which are used
by a group of cooperating designers. To support such a cooperation, versioning
must be complemented by mechanisms to create con�gurations of potential �nal
design objects.

Since especially in non-traditional applications of databases a versioning fa-
cility has been recognized as important and must be provided at the user�s level
of abstraction, a number of different aspects of versioning has been investigated
over the past ten years. In particular, the questions that have been addressed
include

1. version models which provide data structuring concepts for organizing versi-
ons into derivation histories, for composing complex objects from versions of
their component objects (i.e., for forming con�gurations), and for tracking
equivalent versions across multiple representations of the underlying object,
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2. operational issues including inheritance and derivation, i.e., mechanisms
through which new versions can be obtained from existing ones, change
noti�cation and propagation describing how complex interconnected design
structures respond to changes, and workspace models, i.e., mechanisms
through which new versions become visible to and sharable by a designer
community,

3. organizational frameworks for group cooperation, which add an appropriate
layer of abstraction to a versioned database,

4. language concepts through which users can conveniently and adequately
employ an apparent versioning mechanism,

5. implementation aspects including storage structures for versions and their
histories, transaction processing in the presence of versions and/or work-
spaces (and distributed system architectures), consistency preservation for
con�gurations and multiple representations.

The work that has been done on versioning in databases in recent years shows
that a number of issues is still not well-understood, although commercial products
supporting versioning are already available in the marketplace. For example,
the perception that a versioning facility should be orthogonal to both object
composition and concurrency control has only recently been advocated. By the
same token, a uni�cation or even standardization of approaches is rarely in sight.
Finally, the proper meaning, implications of and requirements to versioning in
distinct application domains (including, CAD, CASE, office information systems,
or multimedia systems) are neither fully understood nor exhaustively explored.

Given this situation, it was the goal of this workshop to bring together, to the
organizers� knowledge for the first time separate from a major database conference
or workshop, people from the international research community who have made
important contributions to versioning and/ or are still actively working on this
subject. Furthermore, it was our intention to identify commonalities among the
variety of proposals that have been made in the past, and to isolate demanding
open problems in this �eld.

The meeting brought together 28 scientists from the eight countries of Brazil,
Canada, Croatia, France, Germany, Italy, Poland, and USA (see last section).
�During the week, 20 presentations spanning a wide range of issues were given in
a dynamically composed program, with plenty of discussion time after each; in
addition, an open discussion was held on Thursday afternoon and evening.
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We felt that all participants enjoyed the workshop, and we wish to thank the
Dagstuhl staff for ensuring that everything ran so smoothly. The Dagstuhl office
in particular provided �nancial support for the participants from the Central
European countries, thereby enabling them to travel to the castle and to attend
the workshop, which is gratefully acknowledged. Special thanks go to the kitchen
staff for keeping us stuffed with good food all the time, and to Melanie Spang
for her patience in handling everything that came up during the week.
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2 Abstracts of Presentations

The following abstracts of presentations appear in the order the presentations
were given; the first four were given on Monday, the next �ve on Tuesday, the
next three on Wednesday, the next �ve on Thursday, and the last three on Friday.

Database Version Approach
W. Cellary, Franco-Polish School of New Information and Communication

Technologies, Poznan, Poland�

To maintain consistency, a multiversion database is organized as a set of database
versions, each database version containing one version of each object. A database
version is a unit of consistency, i.e., the version of an object contained in a
database version is consistent with the versions of all other objects contained in
the same database version. A database version is also a unit of versioning, i.e., to
create a new version of an object, a new database version must be created, where
the new object version appears in the context of other object versions, and has
to respect consistency constraints. There are two kinds of transactions: database
version transactions and object transactions. A database version transaction
derives a new database version, called a �child� from a given one, called the
�parent�. When derived, a child database version is a logical copy of its parent.
Then it may evolve independently of its parent. An object transaction is an
ordinary transaction known from the monoversion databases. It is addressed to
one or several database versions. It queries and updates object versions contained
in a database version in such a way that the database version remains consistent
when the transaction commits. To avoid redundancy, object versions may be
shared by several database versions. To obtain high performance of database
management a special addressing is used based on �version stamps�. Version
stamps permit to deduce which database versions share a given object version
without storing explicit links among them. As a consequence, creation of a
new database version does not require any modi�cation of control data storing
information on object version association with database versions.

�Joint work with G. Jomier, University Paris-Dauphine, France.
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The Constellation Approach for Managing Multi�Version Objects in
CAD Databases

G. Vossen, University of Giessen, Germany

One of the key issues in integrating database technology into design environments
and processes is �nding the appropriate logical organization of databases at the
application-interface level, since this has to account for requirements like versio-
ning, consistency, and design transactions. This talk described a novel approach
to the organization, manipulation and management of (versioned) design objects
in a design database and investigated its use in design processes. This approach
is based on the fundamental perception that valuable database support for ap-
plications like CAD must be based on the speci�c way in which designers carry
out projects, and that a database can only play the role of a tool which is easy
to use. To this end, it must be reflected that design objects are composite and
exist in multiple versions, a design process is evolutionary and cooperative, with
many people of distinct levels of expertise and competence involved, and there is
no completely prede�ned notion of �database consistency�.

To account for these requirements, we proposed a new organizational frame-
work for design databases based on constellations. Informally, a constellation
is a set of multiversion design objects together with all their subobjects; it ab-
stracts from physically existing object versions and just considers composition.
Constellations can be versioned into con�gurations, where a con�guration �� as a
�snapshot� of some part of an artifact under design � is comprised of one version
of each object of the underlying constellation; thus, con�gurations state which
versions of distinct objects make sense together. The constellation approach has
several advantages: First, it can provide a natural reflection of a design process:
since constellations are considered the units of allocation to designers, they ac-
count for dependencies between designers as well as parallel work of designers.
Second, versioning of objects is orthogonal to object composition, which renders
efficient manipulation and management of design objects possible. Third, it pro-
vides an adequate notion of consistency for a design database. This is due to the
fact that only con�gurations are units of consistency in our approach, so that
consistency becomes context-dependent.

The clear logical decomposition of a design database into well-de�ned units
of consistency also has an important impact on transaction processing. Indeed,
a �exible support of design processes becomes possible by using speci�c types
of transactions whose scope is limited to well-de�ned portions of the database.
Transactions can either operate on object versions, on con�gurations, or on con-
stellations. Since consistency is con�ned to con�gurations, transactions operating
on object versions within the context of a con�guration are transactions in the
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traditional sense. They are, in a sense, orthogonal to transactions manipulating
con�gurations and constellations. Finally, the approach is ob ject-oriented: De-
sign objects have an identity and a value, where the latter may contain references
to other objects. Similarly, constellations and con�gurations have unique identi-
ties, and their �values� have to satisfy a number of conditions. However, since
no speci�c assumptions are made on the object model used, our approach can be
adopted by an arbitrary object management system.

A full version of the paper on which this talk was based appeared as Technical
Report No. 9105, University of Giessen; it was written together with W. Cellary
and G. Jomier, and is available from the author.

Version Consistency and Serializability in Design Databases
K. Vidyasankar, Memorial University of Newfoundland, Canada�

A database used by engineering or manufacturing applications for analysis and
design purposes is called a design database . Here data items represent the
actual physical structure of engineering parts and components. A design process
can be thought of as starting with certain base data items or design objects,
and deriving others from them. Several alternate designs may be tried from the
same set of base objects. Designs with several sets of base objects may also
be tried. Hence several versions of various data items may exist in the system
simultaneously. Then �consistent� versions must be used in each derivation. Also
a concurrency control mechanism for design database systems must allow keeping
various versions until the end of the design process.

In this paper we propose a formal definition of version consistency in terms
of transaction histories. This allows checking version consistency by constructing
a �history� graph. We also propose that a notion called 1&#39;..�serializability be
used as the correctness criterion for concurrent executions in design databases.
(For business and administrative databases, the commonly accepted criterion is
view-serializability.) We then show that 7&#39;...-serializability of a version consistent
history can be checked in polynomial time. (With general histories the problem
is N P-complete.) For this also a history graph needs to be constructed. Both
version consistency and 1&#39;..-serializability can be checked using the same graph.

2Joint work with C.N.G. Dampney, School of Mathematics, Physics, Computing and Electro-
nics, Macquarie University, North Ryde, N .S.W. 2113, Australia. This research was supported
in part by the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada Individual Opera-
ting Grant A�3182 of K. Vidyasankar. This work was presented in ICDT �88, 2nd International
Conference on Database Theory, Bruges, Belgium, August/September 1988, Proceedings LNCS
326, Springer-Verlag, pp. 368-382.
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Evolution and Versioning of OODB Schemas Through a View
Mechanism

E. Bertino, University of Geneva, Italy

In this talk, we present a view model for object-oriented databases that extends
in various directions view models typical of relational databases. In particular,
the de�nition language allows views to be de�ned that augment class de�niti-
ons (by adding attributes and methods), and that support a wide spectrum of
schema modi�cations. Therefore, views represent a uni�ed mechanism able to
provide several functions, such as query shorthand, de�nitions of dynamic sets
and partitions of classes, authorizations, schema changes and versions, object
perspectives.

Managing the Interaction between Versions and Time in Temporal
&#39; Object-Oriented Databases

C. Bauzer Medeiros, Universidade Estadual de Campinas, Brazil

Temporal databases allow maintaining information about the evolution of data
along time. This evolution is usually considered along two independent time
axes: valid time - the periods in which the data was valid; and transaction time
- system-generated time stamps, which indicate when the data was stored. Users
can therefore keep track of different �histories� of data, for the same set of data,
and at the same time indicate when these were believed to be valid.

Several mechanisms have been proposed to support time in relational data-
bases, but there are still many problems that remain to be solved. The support
of time in object oriented databases presents yet further dif�culties, e.g., the
composition of objects which have different valid time spans, or the possibility
of inheritance through time.

These issues can be yet further complicated when one considers applications
that require maintenance of versions as well as their temporal evolution. In this
case, the DBMS has to provide support for four different dimensions of data
evolution: along two time axes (valid and transaction times) and according to
two different version generation operations (revisions and variants).

Two solutions were presented to allow simultaneous support of these four
dimensions. Both solutions are based on the Multiversion Database Version

Model, where the creation� of an entity version entails the creation of a logical
database version containing this new entity version. If one adopts this model,
one can treat a temporal object-oriented database as a set of slices, where each
slice is a �snapshot� of the database at a given transaction time. One solution
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entails considering each slice as a valid-time database with versions. The other
solution sees each slice as containing a set of snapshot databases with versions.
In the latter case, the slice is again partitioned in valid-time slices (the snapshot
databases), where all elements have the same validity properties.

CLOOD: A Class-less Model for Object-Oriented Design Databases
M. Gross-Hardt, University of Giessen, Germany

Recently, it has been argued that traditional models for ob ject-oriented databases
are not adequate in many of those applications which originally triggered the
development of this novel databases technology. In order for a data model to be
useful in design applications like CAD or CASE, it must re�ect and support the
speci�c database requirements of these domains. In this talk, a specialized model
for ob ject-oriented databases was presented, which overcomes the limitations of
previous models especially for technical applications. Its major features include
that it is not based on the notion of class, and that a versioning mechanism
is directly built into the model. No claim is made that this model can serve
as a replacement for other ob ject-oriented models, but it seems better suited
for design applications than previous �general-purpose� models. The basic idea
underlying this model is to have objects freely exist in a database. Objects still
have a structure and a behavior, but can additionally be versioned. Thus, each
object in our model has an identifier, an associated set of versions, and a set of
messages it understands. Versions in turn have a number and a value, where
values are elements of domains that are described by types. Objects can be
composed of other objects, and can interact.

Clearly, a declarative way of querying and updating a database of objects
is desirable. To this end, the general notion of a collection was -introduced.
Basically, collections are arbitrary sets of objects and versions; however, it seems
useful to identify a number of collections which have speci�c properties. For
example, con�gurations are consistent sets of versions, or classes are collections
in which each object has the same structure and behavior. Thus, a database
in our model can be grouped into a variety of application-dependent collections,
which can then be subject to user operations.

A full version of the paper on which this talk was based appeared as Technical
Report No. 9208, University of Giessen; it was written together with Gottfried
Vossen, and is available from the author.
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Environment to Develop and Maintain Large Knowledge Bases
S. Lanka, Penn State University, USA

We describe an environment that facilitates concurrent development of a large
knowledge base in a collaborative manner. The updates performed by a knowled-
ge engineer can be thought of as a long duration transaction. A version-oriented
concurrency control mechanism is chosen to alleviate problems that arise due to
a long duration transaction. An object store is designed to efficiently manage
multiple versions of a knowledge base. We show that the cost of maintaining
multiple versions is within a small constant factor of maintaining a single ver-
sion. The object store is implemented using Symbolics� Statice ob ject-oriented
DBMS.

The multiple versions of a knowledge base thus created are merged to form
a single uni�ed version of the knowledge base that is consistent. To compute
a merged version that is consistent is NP-complete. We then formulate the
computation of a consistent merged version as an integer programming problem.

Supporting Engineering Applications by PRIMA � Versioning
Concepts and Architectural Issues

W. Käfer, IBM Almaden, USA3

Engineering applications are characterized by a set of interrelated tools that
perform complex transformations on highly interconnected data. So-called CAD
frameworks, aimed to support engineering applications, focus on methods for
organizing shared data repositories, organizing the design tools, their executions,
the transfer of data among them, and the way they access data. Obviously,
data organization and data processing techniques play a key role in such an
environment. n

In this talk, we present an architecture based on a complex-object database
management system, such as PRIMA, suiting these requirements. We brie�y
discuss the overall architecture before we focus on the data management com-
ponents. PRIMA Supports the needs of engineering applications with respect to
data organization and data management by a powerful data model which provides

o versioned complex objects (CO3)

The CO8 offered by PRIMA are able to represent heterogeneous, network-like sets
of elementary objects (EOS). EOS are similar to tuples known from the area of

3Joint work with H. Schöning, Univ. Kaiserslautern, FRG.
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relational database systems. However, special structural relationships (or links)
are used to set up nets of EOs, the so-called COS. The COS may be versioned,
each version representing a different net of EOs. The versions of one C0 are
organized in a version derivation graph. COs and versions of different COs may
be linked together by version links or object links, respectively.

0 a descriptive SQL-like query language

The query language handles sets of heterogeneous COs linked together via object
or version links, respectively. The result set of such a query consists of COs or
versions of COs and their constituting EOs along with their structural links.

o a tailored processing model

Tools used in engineering applications expose a so-called load-work-store beha-
vior. Using the descriptive query language a set of COs (along with their con-
stituting nets of EOs) is extracted from the data base and loaded into an object
buffer. There, the data can be processed using a main-memory pointer-based
hierarchical cursor interface and new versions of the data may be derived. After
this work phase, the data is written to the database.

Obviously, efficient extraction of COs and their components as well as query
optimization are critical tasks. Instead of implementing the described data model
from scratch we have chosen to implement it on top of an existing complex-
object data model, which does not provide version support. We demonstrate that
this approach is bene�cial in contrast to similar approaches based on relational
database systems. The key to success is the ability of the underlying complex-
object data model to handle overlapping nets of objects efficiently.

Supporting Cooperative Design in a DBMS-based Design
Environment

N. Ritter, University of Kaiserslautern, FRG

Facing the growing complexity of technical products, the process of design is
typically carried out by a team of cooperating designers rather than by a single
person. Several methodologies have been developed in order to structure the o-
verall design process and to support designers working on partial design problems
and cooperating with each other, e.g., by negotiating their individual design goals
or by exchanging their partial results. However, today�s CAD systems typically
do not support cooperative work in a satisfactory manner. Exchange of prelimi-
nary results is usually done without system control and, therefore, also without
system support. In larger designer teams this causes inconsistencies of design
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objects which must be hand-resolved with a considerable overhead. For that rea-
son a processing model is needed that allows to control the inherent dynamics of
design. It should be rich enough to re�ect the major characteristics of a design
process, e.g., goal orientation, hierarchical decomposition, stepwise re�nement as
well as team-orientation and cooperation. We propose a model of design process
dynamics which distinguishes different levels of abstraction. At a higher level,
the administrative part of design work has to focus on the description and or-
dering of design tasks and a controlled communication of (preliminary) design
states. On the subordinated level the organization of the actions performed in
order to ful�ll a certain design task or sub-task is the subject of consideration.
Different design states are captured by means of a version model and caused by
tool executions. The derivation of a design object version is supported by the
concepts of a third level of abstraction. This conceptualization provides several
types of operational units serving for the structuring of the design process. The
operational units can be considered as spheres of control, similar to transactions.
In our contribution the different types of operational units are detailed. The dis-
cussion mainly focuses on their properties and assertions which allow to control
the design process dynamics without loosing the �exibility of applying different

design methodologies.

Graph Modeling in CASE-Applications
J. Ebert, University of Koblenz-Landau, FRG

Graphs are simultaneously expressive pictures, formal models, and efficient data
structures. TGraphs, i.e., typed, attributed, and ordered directed graphs, are
used as the data model for documents inside the KOGGE-CASE-Environments.

Classes of TGraphs are de�ned by entity-re1ationship-diagrams extended by
additional integrity constraints in the graph speci�cation language GRAL. These
de�nitions directly correspond to Z-schemata. The E-R-diagrams describe the
type structure and the attributes. GRAL is a Z-like language, which allows to
formulate restrictions on TGraphs in such a way, that efficient procedures for
testing these restrictions may generated.

In this talk, TGraphs are used on a higher level of granularity. A graph clas-
s is given which models whole documents as vertices and their relationships as
arcs. Let the system graph be the subgraph induced by the set of depends0n-
and hasAsVersion�arcs. Then, a formal de�nition delivers versions as two-vertex
subgraphs which are contained in con�gurations modeled as and/or-subgraphs.
These again are contained in constellations which are progressively closed sub-
graphs of the system graph.
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UNDO in CAD Systems
M. Rosendahl, University of Koblenz-Landau, FRG

The user of a CAD system wants the possibility to undo the last operation, for
instance if the result of a operation is not what the user expected. The operation
undo has to change the database to the status it had before the operation. Be-
cause a mistake may be seen not before more than one operation is �nished, the
undo operation should be evaluated for more than one operation. Also a redo
feature should be possible. If after an undo operation a new different operation
than before is performed, the history of the system states becomes a tree. The
user should be able to navigate in this tree.

To achieve this, the difference between two states is held in a log �le. After
moving from state S.- to S,-+1 the information A(i,i + 1) is written. Then there
is the function UNDO(S&#39;.-+1,A(z&#39;,z&#39; + 1)) -> (S,-,A(z&#39; + 1,i)). A(i + 1,2) is the
information to compute state S.- from 5&#39;,� and is needed by a later redo operation.
For system performance two goals have to be achieved:

o Minimize the space for A(i, j),

o minimize the time to compute A(i, j).

The time for the UNDO operation is less critical, because this operation has not
to be performed after each operation.

The difficulty with these goals is that in CAD systems one operation can chan-
ge the values in nearly all entities of the database, e.g., a move of the total model.
So as far as possible the performed operation is held in the delta information.
Only if the operation cannot be inverted, then old data or the data differences
are recorded. If the delete operation will only set a tag in the data,. delete and
undelete operations must only record the items to be (un-)deleted. User-de�ned
operations are either broken down into the basic operation or the data changes
are recorded. Additional problems arrive on systems where the data structure
of the system is an arbitrary graph and not only a collection, because then the
structure of the graph can be changed by an operation, e.g., building a segment
or resolving a segment into its elements.

A step further is a solution to the problem to insert a operation after some
undo operations and then redo the original operations from the state after the
inserted operation. There are situation when this can only be done with user
interaction.
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Representing and Retrieving Information in a Multiversion Database
(MVDB)

S. Gancarski, Universite Paris Dauphine, France

Most new database applications, nowadays, need tools that will help identifying
and managing data versions. We discuss the issues involved in representing and
retrieving versioned data in Multiversion Databases, particularly when using the
Database Versions Approach [CJ 90]. In this approach, a Multiversion Database is
seen as a set of Database Versions (DBV). Each DBV contains exactly one version
per object, and represents a state of the real world modelled by the Database.
On a logical point of view, DBV are independent with each other and can be
updated without any side-effect on other DBV. However, on a physical point of
view, several DBV can share the same object version, to avoid redundancy, .

At the interface level (e.g., CAD application), the user may want to work
within one DBV, or he may want to work on a part of the MVDB. The �rst
case is quite similar to working in a monoversion Database. The second case is
more speci�c. Indeed, each DBV has its particular meaning, which is related
to two kinds of information: information about DBV and links between DBV.

The �rst kind of information gathers both DBV content (object versions that
are contained in the DBV) and DBV characteristics (e.g., the DBV status). The
second kind of information concerns application semantics (e.g., derived_from
link) and must be stored additionally to information about DBV. Usually, those
links partially order the con�gurations set, and the MVDB can be seen as a
multigraph, whose nodes are the con�gurations. In order to allow information
retrieval in the MVDB, our �rst attempt will �be to provide the user with new
functionalities for retrieving interesting DBV in the MVDB multigraph. In a �rst
step, we consider a simple, particular case: the MVDB multigraph is reduced to
a DAG with one links type, called the �DBV users Graph�.

The main problem is that the DBV users Graph can be very large. Therefore,
in most cases, it is impossible for a system to present it to the user as a whole.
Thus, tools must be developed to provide the user a way to de�ne �views� on it.
One such tool would be a Multiversion Database Graph Query Language. This
language should enable graph view de�nition, using every kind of information
contained in the MVDB. Graph views may be synthesized, by reducing the num-
ber of represented DBVS, and by directly representing transitive relationships
instead of successions of direct relationships. Furthermore, this language should
allow the user to work in an incremental way, navigating through different parts
of a graph.

Related work can be divided into two main parts: Multiversion Query Langu-
ages and Graph Query Languages (GQL). Multiversion Query Languages are, in
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most cases, extensions of ob ject�oriented query languages. In some cases [Kaf92],
the only extension is that selection criteria can concern object version�s values
or ranking number. [Bjo89] proposes primitives that allow navigation through
version graphs. The main restriction with such languages resides in that queries
only return either object versions or con�gurations, i.e., it is not possible to sel-
ect particular links between con�gurations. Graph Query Languages are better
adapted to de�ne Graph Views. For example, in Graphlog [Con89], it is possible
to de�ne �virtual links�, which are computed but not stored. Actually, virtual
links are a restricted form of Graph Views, but the logical approach of such a
language implies efficiency problems.

We formalize the notion of Graph View, and present our first attempt to
de�ne an algebraic Multiversion Graph Query Language. We present primitive
functions and function constructors that allow the de�nition of more sophisticated
functions or queries. In future work, we will implement this language on top of
the Database Version Manager [CKW90], and we will extend it to generalize the
notion of view on the MVDB.

References:

[Bjo89] Björnerstedt A., Hultén C. Version Control in an Object-Oriented
Architecture. Section 3 : Object versions at the application level Object�Oriented

Concepts, Databases, and Applications (Kim W., Lochovsky F. Editors), chapter
18 (p. 451).

[CKW90] Cellary W., Koszlajda T., Wieczerzycki W. Database Version Ma-
nager: Prototype Technical University of Poznan, July 1990.

[CJ90] Cellary W., Jomier G. Consistency of Versions in Object- Oriented
Databases. VLDB 90, Brisbane (Australia). I

[Con89] Consens M., Mendelzon A. Expressing Structural Hypertext Queries
in GraphLog Hypertext �89, Tempe (Arizona), November 89.

[Kaf92] Käfer W.� Schöning H. Mapping a Version Model to a C&#39;omple:c- Object
Data Model. IEEE Data Engineering , Tempe (Arizona), February 92.
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Con�guration Management for the Integration, the Control, the
Maintenance and the Installation of Hardware/ Software Systems�

M.J. Blin, Universite Paris Dauphine, France

To be adapted to speci�c environments, the different elements � entities �
of systems are developed in several versions. Thus, systems exist in several
versions. When the development is �nished, different users are concerned with
a developed system: the integration team which will verify that a version of the
system is well integrated with the operating environment, the certi�cation team
which will submit the versions of the system to certi�cation tests like performance
or ergonomic tests, the installation team which will install the versions of the
system on sites, the maintenance team which will create new versions of the
system. Entities are, the most time, of different nature: programs, manuals,
test data, etc., and may be complex. References between entities may have
different meanings like: �tested by� or �may be replaced by�... All the users are
not necessarily interested by all the entities composing the system. A delivery
con�guration manager has to supply users with consistent sets of entities.

We propose a new model of con�gurations based on the Database Version
Model. Our solution provides efficient solutions to the raised problems and allows
operations on entity versions and on con�gurations like �nding all con�gurations
containing speci�c entity versions, creating a new con�guration containing new
entity versions from each con�guration speci�ed by a rule, comparing or merging
con�gurations.

Versions in the Context of Object-Oriented Databases
L. Goldstein Golendziner, Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil

Ob ject-Oriented Database Systems emerged as a consequence of the requirements
imposed by the new computer applications like CAD, CASE" and Office Auto-
mation. The principles on which the ob ject-oriented paradigm are based are:
objects with unique identi�cation, encapsulation, types or classes, methods, and
class hierarchies, with the inheritance mechanism.

Versions represent design steps or alternatives of primitive or structured ob-
jects and there have been several works trying to understand and integrate the
version concept with ob ject-oriented models.

The talk focuses on three aspects that have to be considered when trying
to integrate versions and ob ject-oriented models. The �rst is the concept of
generic ob ject, similar to that de�ned in the ORION and Iris systems. A generic

�Joint research with G. Jomier Lamsade/Paris-Dauphine University
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object gathers several versions of one object and it partitions the set of versions
of a class.. The second aspect refers to how objects (and versions) are related
in a class hierarchy, taking inheritance into consideration. Versions of objects
can exist in more than one class of the hierarchy and a correspondence must
be de�ned among them. The third aspect discussed is a discipline for version
creation. The versioning process can be constrained, based on the structure of
the versions. Rules can be de�ned to restrict the changes allowable to versions.

Concurrency Control in the Database Version Approach
W. Cellary, Franco-Polish School of New Information and Communication

Technologies, Poznan, Poland5

The problem of consistency of ob ject-oriented databases is considered, when ob-
jects contained in the database are multiversioned, and they are accessed by
concurrent transactions. In such databases there are two aspects of the consi-
stency problem, one related to concurrency, as in monoversion databases, and
the other related to versioning. In this paper the problems of mutual dependen-
cies of version management upon concurrency control are studied. It is shown
that in different approaches developed up to date in different application areas,
these aspects of consistency are not separated. As a result, a trade off is assumed
between versioning functionalities provided and concurrency degree allowed. It
is shown that in the database version approach object version management is or-
thogonal to concurrency control. As a result, there is no more need for the trade
off: versioning functionalities provided are rich, and concurrency degree is high.
In the paper the version manager and concurrency controller for a multiversion
ob ject-oriented database are described in detail.

Database Versions and Long Duration Transactions
G. Jomier, Universite Paris Dauphine, France

Long duration transactions appear in design applications. In those applications
there is also a need for people to work in cooperation and to use versions to
be able to follow the history of the project, to try options etc. Propositions
have been made to solve the problem of concurrent work in that context. They
include schemas of long duration transactions (trees or sets of sub-transactions,
nested transactions, cooperative transactions etc.), intermediate save-points or
recovery points, classical mechanisms of concurrency control with long and short

5Joint Work with G. Jomier, University Paris-Dauphine, France
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duration locks, check-out and check-in protocols, management of versions and

con�gurations. 
We propose a new approach of the long duration transactions problem using

the Database Version (DBV) model. This model allows the storage and the ma-
nipulation of as many database versions as necessary for the users, each database
version storing a state of the universe modelled by the database. These databa-
se versions are identi�ed and may be quali�ed and associated to authorizations.
Tools are provided to help users to navigate in the set of database versions, to
compare the content of any two database versions and to merge two database
versions. Moreover, when several users want to work simultaneously on the same
database version D they may work concurrently on D using classical concurrency
control mechanisms or they may work on different database versions derived from
D; then, if necessary, they will merge their results later.

Long duration transactions may be seen as sets of subtransactions. They
begin in one DBV and end in one DBV. Intermediate states of the database
corresponding to the end of sub-transactions may be temporally stored in data-
base versions and used as save points and visibility points by users, according
to associated quali�cations and authorizations. At the commitment of the long
duration transaction these particular database versions disappear, except for the
other simultaneous long duration transactions which would have used them as
intermediate states. Using DBVs in that way, long duration transactions are
generalizations of classical transactions taking into account the fact that the
multiversion database stores as many states of the real world as necessary, and
may generate new database versions at will.

On the Correctness of Concurrency Control for Multiversion
Database Systems with Limited Number of Versions

T. Morzy, Technical University of Poznan, Poland

In the talk the concurrency control problem for multiversion databases with a
system-imposed upper bound on the total number of data-item versions stored
in a database is addressed. We call such systems K V database systems. The
main practical reason for studying this problem is that in practice multiversion
databases with an unlimited number of versions do not appear, because of the
limited storage space available. On the other hand, KV database systems beco-
me more and more popular in practice (e.g., RDBMS ORACLE or DEC Rdb),
but the behavior of these databases is not yet well-understood. KV databases
add a new aspect to multiversion concurrency control, namely the overwriting
of versions. Transactions issue write operations, and the system must decide
whether the versions produced by these operations are added to the database
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or old versions stored in the database get overwritten. In the second case, the
system must decide which stored versions to overwrite, in order to ensure the
correctness of concurrency control and performance. In the talk, the extended
multiversion concurrency control to account for the version overwriting aspect of
KV databases is presented. Three correctness criteria for transaction schedules
are presented, and formal tools for verifying these criteria are given. The hierar-
chy of schedules corresponding to the hierarchy of concurrency degrees achieved
for particular correctness criteria is given.

Stamp Locking Method for Multiversion Composite Objects
W. Wieczerzycki, Franco-Polish School of New Information and Communication

Technologies, Poznan, Poland

Multiversion objects require proper management.- It is particularly hard in the
case of composite objects in a multiuser environment. The main problem is how
to maintain database consistency, which is related to two aspects: concurren-
cy and versioning. The concurrency aspect follows from concurrent transaction
processing, while the versioning aspect concerns the identi�cation of versions
of different objects which go together. In the paper the concurrency aspect of
database consistency is considered.

In classical databases, to preserve database consistency during concurrent
transaction execution the hierarchical locking method is commonly used. This
method, however, may not be directly applied in the multiversion ob ject-oriented
databases (OODBs). It follows from the fact that it concerns a single hierarchy,
namely the granularity hierarchy, which is usually composed of three levels only.
On the contrary, in multiversion OODBs at least four hierarchies may be distin-
guished: granularity, inheritance, composition and version derivation. The latter
three are usually composed of much more levels than the classical granularity
hierarchy. According to the concept of hierarchical locking, all the hierarchies
mentioned above should be taken into account by the locking method in a uniform
way. Because of the complexity of OODBs hierarchies, any attempt to adapt the
classical method leads to a great number of intentional locks and complex locking
strategy. The reason is that intentional locks have to be independently set in all
the hierarchies, on all the nodes which are predecessors of the accessed nodes.

In the paper a stamp locking approach was proposed, which offers simple and
efficient locking strategy for all the hierarchies of multiversion OODBs. In this
approach, so called �stamp locks� are used, instead of intentional locks. A stamp
lock is de�ned as an extension of a classical lock in such a way that it contains the
information about the position of nodes concerned in all the hierarchies. Thus,
to lock related nodes or subtrees of nodes of all or some of the hierarchies it
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is sufficient to set a single stamp lock only. The stamp locking approach may
be easily applied to different versioning models and different object composition
models. It also may be extended for directed acyclic graphs.

Versioned B+-Trees

S. Lanka, Penn State University, USA

In this talk we will describe a versioned B+-Tree index mechanism. In a versioned

B+-Tree the effects of an update from a transaction does not obliterate the effects
of updates from previous transactions. The execution of a transaction creates
a new version of the B+-Tree. In addition, the other versions of the B"&#39;-Tree
created from the previous transactions also persist. A versioned B+-Tree index
mechanism is useful in databases that support - design activity and large software
development projects. A versioned B"&#39;-Tree is implemented on top of the B�?
Tree implementation from UC Berkeley. Our experimental results demonstrate
the viability of a versioned B+-Tree. We constructed a versioned Bl�-Tree with up
to 700 versions and a million keys, thus exhibiting the scalability of the versioned
B+-Tree implementation. O

Handling Versions of Different Quality in Real-Time Databases
A. Buchmann, University of Darmstadt, FRG

Real-time databases include timely execution of transactions as part of the cor-
rectness criterion. When overload situations occur it may be preferable to execute
a transaction that produces results of lower quality rather than missing the de-
adline. We call this substitution of cheaper but lower quality tasks a contingency
plan. From an analysis of applications we have identi�ed four possible trade-offs
between precision, currency, completeness or consistency vs. timeliness. When
transactions write data of lower quality back into the database during an overlo-
ad situation we obtain versions of lower quality. Special mechanisms are required
for masking data of lower quality and for eventually repairing the database after
the overload situation is over. This process is a variant of the version merging
problem. We discussed the kind of masks required and some criteria under which
merging of the various versions is possible.
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3 Speci�c Discussion Topics

The organizers considered it important to get discussions between the partici-
pants started early on, and to provide enough opportunities to keep them going.
Two things were done in this respect. First, every participant was asked to pose
a question he or she considered most important for the week of the workshop.
Second, on Thursday afternoon and evening, an open discussion was held du-
ring which people could express what they felt they had learned, or what they
considered the most demanding open problems.

The opening session was started with an introduction by K. Vidyasankar,
who gave a decomposition of the field of versioning according to the organizers�
perception, and asked everybody to place his or her forthcoming contribution or
interests into the appropriate location of that scheme. The decomposition looked
as follows:

Versioning 
apparent (i.e., visible to end-users)

models 
applications
implementations issues
other issues

cooperation
temporal aspects
object orientation

transparent (i.e., not visible to end-users)
concurrency control d

recovery 
other issues

The questions that were then raised by participants were the following (in the
order they were posed):

1. Do we need conceptually distinct approaches for dealing with internal and
external versioning, or are these just two facets of the same problem, and
is the ob ject-oriented paradigm powerful enough to cover versioning as just
one issue (i.e., can versioning be captured completely by an ob ject-oriented
model)? (Vossen)

2. Which requirements to versioning can be identi�ed from an application
point of view? (Cellary)

3. How can versions be used in schema updates for ob ject-oriented databases?

(Ferrandina)
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10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

. What is the relationship between version models for computer-supported
cooperative work (CSCW), complex objects and non-ACID transactions?
(Harder)

. What techniques can be used for redo and undo in the presence of versioning
in CAD systems, and what restrictions on data structures are needed for
efficient implementations? (Rosendahl)

. What can database people help CASE people for keeping large con�guration
graphs, and how does the underlying model compare to database models?
(Ebert)

. What requirements are needed for design applications and their integrity
constraints? (Gross-Hardt)

. Do we need an appropriate versioning for CSCW, and what is the rela-
tionship between versioning and extended transaction models for CSCW?
(Ritter)

. What is the relationship between a version model and a complex-object
model, and how do they fit into a cooperation model? (Käfer)

How general are version models for CAD applications, in particular VLSI
design, (or how general can they be) with respect to other areas than those
for which they were developed? (Schöning)

What are application requirements to version models, and what impact do
schema updates have on applications? (Bertino)

What are the database systems �tting CAD applications, what features
need to be added to OODBS to satisfy CAD, and what should be left to
the application level? (Goldstein Golendziner)

What are the fundamental questions with respect to serializability in multi-
version systems? (Morzy)

What are the requirements for a specialized language for user-de�ned ver-
sioning concepts? (Brosda)

What are the implementation issues for OODBS which use versioning for
schema updates? (Madec)

Is versioning really going to matter when we are looking at throughput
from a concurrency control point of view? (Lanka)
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17. Are there any e�cient mechanisms to e�iciently keep track of coherent con-
�gurations, and how can users be given nice views of their con�gurations?
(Bauzer Medeiros)

18. How do changes to a schema (in the type hierarchy) of an OODBS in�uence
the versions? (Even)

19. Is it possible to adapt classical concurrency control to versioning in an
efficient way? (Wieczerzycki)

20. What are the speci�c issues of information retrieval in multi-version systems
compared to mono-version systems? (Gancarski)

21. What are the differences in versioning between CAD and CASE? (Rykows-
ki)

22. What are the language issues for long-duration transactions? (Jomier)

The following is a brief account of issues raised during the Thursday discus-
sions: First, the notion of consistency was discussed in some detail, with the
following points being raised:

0 Database management systems are among the only true multi-user systems
running on a computer, and if they offer versioning, they contribute to
solving the consistency problem for databases (Cellary).

o However, this is not true for CASE, since there consistency, i.e., type con-
sistency, is well-de�ned, there is a concept for this (Ebert).

o It seems unreasonable to look at consistency as a binary thing; more ap-
propriate would be to try to de�ne a layered notion of consistency, and to
separate consistency from �integrity.� Also, design is more structured than
most people think; in particular, a schema can always be designed (�instan-
tiate prede�ned parameters�). Since re-use is a big portion of any design
activity, constraint speci�cation and veri�cation mechanisms are needed.
(Buchmann)

Second, there was a major discussion on the operation of mcrying,  OO� parti-
cular merging versions or con�gurations.

o The really crucial operation in design databases is the step of merging;
therefore, this needs more much emphasis in people&#39;s considerations. The
problem is how to reduce the number of versions in a database, not how
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17. Are there any efficient mechanisms to efficiently keep track of coherent con
figurations, and how can users be given nice views of their configuratiom? 
(Bauzer Medeiros) 

18. How do changes to a schema (in the type hierarchy) of an OODBS influence 
the versions? (Even) 

19. Is it possible to adapt classical concurrency control to versioning in an 
efficient way? (Wieczerzycki) 

20. What are the specific issues of information retrieval in multi-version systems 
compared to mono-version systems? (Gan~arski) 

21. What are the differences in versioning between CAD and CASE? (Rykows
ki) 

22. What are the language issues for long-duration transactiom? (Jomier) 

The following is a brief account of issues raised during the Thursday discus
sions: First, the notion of con.,utency was discussed in some detail, with the 
following points being raised: 

• Database management systems are among the only true multi-user systeID.J 
running on a computer, and if they offer versioning, they contribute to 
solving the consistency problem for databases (Cellary). 

• However, this is not true for CASE, since there consistency, i.e., type con
sistency, is well-defined, there is a concept for this (Ebert). 

• It seems unreasonable to look at consistency as a binary thing; more ap
propriate would be to try to define a layered notion of comistency, and to 
separate consistency from "integrity." Also, design is more structured than 
most people think; in particular, a schema can always be designed ("imtan
tiate predefined parameters"). Since re-use is a big portion of any design 
activity, constraint specification and verification mechanisms are needed. 
(Buchmann) 

Second, there was a major discussion on the operation of merging, in parti
cular merging versions or configurations. 

• The really crucial operation in design databases is the step of merging; 
therefore, this needs more much emphasis in people's comideratiom. The 
problem is how to ruuce the number of versions in a database, not how 
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to increase them. What is needed for merging, as for transactions, is some
hierarchical structure from the objects operated upon. For merging, we
also need to be very clear about consistency; in particular, we need to
distinguish �completeness� from �value consistency� etc. (Buchmann)

o The main problem is that of merging, and to de�ne conditions under which
a merge can be performed. (Morzy)

o A de�nition of �merge� cannot be given without appropriate preconditions.
(Schöning)

o A merge operation, which is semantic in nature, cannot be de�ned just via
the syntactic notion of a transaction. (Cellary)

o Another option would be to decrease the granularity of objects to small
things which can be combined (merged) by the user; this can be done, for
instance, in software con�guration management. (Ebert)

o One constraint imposed on merging by cooperation is to �merge carefully.�
(Bauzer Medeiros)

The discussion was concluded by a few statements about what people had

learned, for example:

o Database systems can contribute to solving the problems of advanced ap-
plications, but cannot solve them. (Cellary)

o Dealing with versions is a complex problem, but nevertheless we would like
to have a solution. What we have seen (also here) is that people restrict
the problem; then it can be experimented with techniques etc. The result
is a partial solution only, but it helps. (Vidyasankar)

o Database and CASE problems are not as distinct as anticipated. In CA-
SE, concurrency is not a big issue. Database people deal with object-
orientation, as do people in programming languages, operating systems,
software engineering, and arti�cial intelligence. Removing the borders
would be nice and is desirable. (Ebert)

o Encapsulation is in chips! Computer science has not yet seen another such

revolution as chips; object-orientation might bring that along. (Cellary,
Rosendahl)
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